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Alfier data 

Typology:  table light 

Product code:  T-AL-TG- (plus colour code) 

Colour options:  blue  BL 

   gold  GD 

   silver green SG 

 

Made in:  Italy 

Designed by:  Progetti  

Venetian glass by: Maurizio Alfier  

Electrics: 

Lamp:   2 x E14 (not supplied) 

Voltage:   230V  

Frequency:  50Hz 

Supply   AC 

Maximum wattage: 2 x 40W 

IP rating:  IP20 

Class:   II  

Certification:  CE 

Switch:   on/off, mounted on cable 

 

Materials 

Glass:   Venetian glass 

Structure: Blue and silver green: a polished chrome finish 

Gold: a polished champagne gold finish 

Cable:   clear plastic 

Shade:  

  outer material:  silk, in customer’s choice of Pongees 745 duppion (c. 160 colours)  

   to see the colours, please click here. 

  inner material:  satin, in a complementary shade 

 

Dimensions: 

Luminaire:   

   Height  51cm 

   diameter of base: 18cm 

   diameter of shade: 28cm 

Cable:   138cm 

Weight:                         3.85kg (including hat and cable)   

Shipping Box:  33x38x81cm    7.00kg 
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ALFIER GLASSTUDIO 

The Alfier Collection is designed around glass panels that are made for us by the Alfier Glasstudio in Marcon, near 

Venice. 

Maurizio Alfier was born in Solothurn in Switzerland and initially developed his modelling skills working for the 

eminent mask maker Guerrino Lovato, known in Venice as “The King of Masks”. But then Maurizio met Manuela 

Milan and discovered the magic of glass!  

Manuela is Venetian and, after working with the master Marco Fasolato, opened her own glass workshop, making 

decorative accessories and jewellery.  

Together, in 2006, they set up Alfier Glasstudio. They experiment using various techniques. The panels for our Alfier 

lights are created by fusing and slumping carefully selected glass rods with a gold or platinum (silver) background. Note 

how the two metals interact with the colours in the rods. It is also fascinating how differently they react to heat, but in 

each crisp random patterns are created that contrast with the texture of the glass. 

 

 

 

 



 

Alfier Assembly Instructions

 

The two pieces of glass sit in the slots in the base. They are held in place by two adjustable brackets in a ring 

around the central stem. The brackets and the ring are all retained by grub screws for which you need an Allen 

key. 

The ring will have slid to the bottom in transit. Loosen its grub screw and raise it to the level of the top of the 

glasses. Place a glass in the groove in its bracket, then adjust the bracket until it the glass is perfectly vertical. 

Repeat with the other glass. It is a lot easier with two people!   

The shade can then be screwed in place. 

If the cable is damaged, it should be replaced by Cameron Peters Fine Lighting or by their service agent or by a similarly 

qualified person. 


